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Discipline is obedience to a rule or regulations and on the basis of consciousness. Learning 
discipline is divided into two factors, internal and external. Internal factors namely self-
control, self-control is the ability of individuals to organize themselves in accordance with 
the norms prevailing in society. The external factor is the role of learning discipline peers. 
The role of peers is a set of teen relationship that has approximately the same age and 
have the same goal in a group and give effect to the individual. With their self-control and 
the role of peers, students can improve their learning discipline. The purpose of this study 
was to determine the effect of self-control and the role of peers to learn discipline. This 
study was a quantitative research which is non experiment using regression data 
analysis. The results showed the influence of self-control and discipline within the role of 
peer learning students (F = 11 505, p = .000). 
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Education can be said as effort or executed activity witting, lap over and planned 

with aim to develop an expected behavior. School as institute formal being instituted to 

reach to the effect that education. By school, various learned student thing kind, 

concerning with intelligence, creativity and social.  Therefore, found school with intent 

provides environmentally which enable for participant to teach to develop talent and its 

ability optimal, so gets functioning utterly correspond to its person requirement and 

society the need. Studying constitutes a changed process in configurationally or 

changing behavior a new one, changing it well in custom change and understanding. 

One of primal aspect in education which is character education. Character 

education at Indonesian gets to be applied on each education ladder. One of education 

point cultures and nation character which is discipline, an action that point out order 

behavior and bows to various rule and regulation. Students daily behavior get to point 

out proprietary discipline. Discipline in family can be seen if child obeys prevailing order 

at family, e.g. discipline in prays, helping oldster, studying, clearing body even plays. 

Regulation in society also needs is noticed and abode by everybody. Society will assess 

someone of behavior that is pointed out is before others.   

Discipline constitutes to form medium to coach that children is wonted plays the 

game and get behavior with every consideration. Indispensable discipline in world 

education, it is perceived last effective to reach to the effect school. Discipline used to 

mean also as punishment, action discipline to expected student to be given deep bounds 

which fairly and according to student breach. Discipline usually gets bearing with 

implemented punishment to increase discipline. Punishment in here shan't give 

soreness to student that breach regulation but with give rebukes concerning glosses 

over what already they build. That thing is utilized that teaching and learning activity 

can walk harmoniously (Asare, Mensah, Prince, & Gyamera, 2015). Besides, discipline 

is applied in the effort to reach organized school environment and order, management 

school determine to establish order and that regulation teaching and learning activity 

can be staffed with every consideration.   

Discipline constitutes highlight in learned activity. One of must-have discipline 

aspect student which is discipline in term studying. Learned discipline is an attitude, 

behavior and student conduct to do studying activity that corresponds to decisions, 

regulations and norm already being established with, well agreement in writing and also 

unwritten among student by learns at school and also with oldster on the house. 

Discipline not only been gone upon on compliance to order or authority, but more to 

ability development to discipline thyself as one of individual maturity characteristic 

(Saputro & Pardiman, 2012).   
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Students learned discipline get to happen optimal ala if side schooled and 

educators (teacher) doing teaching and learning process repair that makes student to 

have par, all same look for knowledge without available disjoint wall that blocks. So 

among teacher and student will most each other compose collaboration. Student even 

becomes to be ardor deep learned because student doesn't perceive inferior instead of 

learns they. With marks sense student studying discipline can reach its studying aim, 

can bring off time with every consideration, and labor and determined for successful 

deep academic area (Simba, Rather, & Kabuka, 2016). Meanwhile student that have no 

self-discipline in learned, usually it will make them as person which slow going deep 

catch chastened study. Without marks sense discipline in learned, will beget student as 

spirit reducing in learned. Besides, without discipline in learned of course will make 

student experiencing unexpected in follow teaching and learning process.   

One of internal factor that gets role in discipline which is self-control and its 

external factor which is coeval friend role. Each individual has a mechanism who can 

help to manage and leads behavior, which is self-control.  Self-control constituting 

ability to arrange, lead, manage and leads behavior form that can take in to aim positive 

consequence. As one of configurationally character, self-control among the one 

individual and different another one. There is individual which have self-control high 

and there is too individual that has self-control one that low. Individual that has self-

control high which is they what do can change instance and as main agent in lead and 

manage its behavior and taking in to positive consequence. For example student which 

its main task is learned, if has self-control one that tall, they can guide, lead and 

manages their behavior correspond to norm and order already be established. They can 

interpret faced stimulus, regarding faced consequence so that decided can action and 

do it with reduce effect undesirable. They can adjust its behavior for things what do get 

to prop its school (Goldfried & Merbaum, 1973). So contrariwise individual which have 

self-control  one that low can't lead and manages its behavior, so gets to be assumed a 

college student with self control  low, more act to more things agreeable her. E.g. do 

bungled activity as take the air to mall , stay awake at long night, and also other 

activities that don't utilitarian and boondoggling, even tends to delay task that ought to 

been worked beforehand. With self-control that low they can't guide, lead and manages 

its behavior. They can't regard consequence who may be faced so can’t choose action in 

point.   

Instilling self-control  can after-glow do. If oldster applies to its child attitude be 

disciplined intends early on until full age and consistence to all consequence which is 

faced while child deviates of already be established, therefore this consistence attitude 

that internalized will by child and will be control to divide child. But then, a stripling 

which comes from family that support minim to child, minim controls and observation, 

and oldster that applies to pattern discipline in here doesn't be applied effectively will 

grow to become individual with self-control one that low and tend for acting breaches 

(Aroma, 2012). Base that explanation gets to be concluded that discipline and self-

control having bound up relationship. That thing also supported with that former 

research self-control and studying discipline have relationship that significant (Indana, 

2014). 

Other factor that regard discipline which is marks sense peer group role.  Peer 

group is child or stripling with level age or same maturity zoom. On this term adolescent 

relationships with comate its more coeval familiar, they are more a lot of while away it 

outside coevals comate mess its than stand up with family. Stripling stays out to interact 

wider ala in environmentally its social. Beginning adolescent intercourse extends while 

input in coeval coteries as a containers for adjusted adolescent deep environmental its 

social. Of coeval coterie, stripling accepts to feed -back hit their ability (Santrock, 2003). 

Besides, coeval friend also meaning as marks sense two or more individual which 

concerning mutually to interplay and engaged each other. Since basically human have 
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requirement for can be engaged others (Golshirazian, Dhillon, Maltz, Payne & Rabow, 

2015).   

That student is not conduct deep false and its behavior therefore needful 

environmentally in point included coeval coterie. The influencethis peer group greatly 

on self-student. Peer group in give influence to learned discipline available severally 

agglomerate which is supportive group, neutral group, and group that constrains. 

Supportive group can give positive impact because give motivation for student for 

disciplined deep studying, neutral group doesn't give influence whatever, meanwhile 

group that constrains will give negative impact for student since student will imitate 

what does be done by its coeval friend evenoften do action that deviates. So available 

relationship among plays a part coeval friend with learned discipline. That thing is 

supported with marks sense research in advance that points out that marks sense 

relationship that really significant among plays a part peer group with disciplined 

learned (Satwika, 2015).   

Base description upon points out that self-control having influence to been 

disciplined studying on student. If student has self-control high therefore that student 

studying discipline also tall. Then exists role influence peer is group to been disciplined 

studying. If student gets to choose good peer group one consisting of men which have 

tall discipline in term studying therefore that thing will ascendant to student learned 

discipline that.   

Learned discipline  
Learned discipline is a mental attitude to obey order, discipline, and at a swoop 

has a command over, conform to order that originate from outside even if that reins and 

pointing out awareness of accountability to task and liabilities. (Satwika, 2015).   

Subdivided discipline on two concepts, positive concept and negative. Positive 

concept of disciplined it equals education and guidance because emphasize growth in, 

self-discipline and continence. This then will bear motivation from within. Discipline 

that negative to enlarge individual immaturity, meanwhile growth positive discipline 

maturity. Disciplined subject function it teaches child accept needful restraint and 

helping lead child energy into beneficent and accepted band socially. Therefore positive 

discipline will take in the better result than negative discipline (Hurlock, 1978).     

Breach kinds of is disciplined, which is:  disciplined breach to be pointed out by,  

late coming student, don't work task, hooky, chat is brazed while teacher enlightens, 

mutually gets letter ship when study, arguing instruction, din, off guard in act, beside 

oneself, wrecking objects, fight, as bold as brass, and immoral act. Of that opinion gets 

to be known that breach behavior is disciplined a great many its kind. It because of 

reducing marks sense self-discipline forming and insufficiently mark sense continence 

in acting or gets behavior (Wulan, 2007). 

Self-control  and Learned discipline  
Student that has self-control  one that tall will get to lead its behavior corresponds 

to aught order. It backed up by theory concerning student that has self-control one that 

tall with marking which is keen and last regular with task who shall be worked, although 

facing with many resistive, can change behavior adjusts with order and prevailing norm 

where it lies, don't point out emotional behavior or blowing up and gets tolerance 

character or get to conform to situation that doesn't be predicted (Aroma, 2012). On 

previous research to be gotten that result self-control  and discipline has relationship 

that significant. If zoom self-control high therefore discipline zoom studies will high too. 

It means that with self-control one that good, therefore student can control its behavior 

to avoid breach so can increase discipline behavior studies someone (Indana, 2014).   

Peer groupand Learned discipline  
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Needed discipline by that someone cans be good person deep adjusted in one 

group. It proves that deep individuals good intercourse and also group have to get 

studying gets that behavior making for the better life. Peer group to need that discipline 

is deep going its group activity gets a confession of society, since had done corresponds 

to order in societal life. Discipline shall be imbedded and developed by good wont, that 

someone can reach good life, since discipline constitutes to key to reach for fruitfulness. 

Statement that was strengthened by marks sense former research that names that 

coeval friend and studying discipline have positive relationship that significant. Student 

that have good coeval coterie will give good influence too to the student of deep discipline 

instilling studies, on the contrary student that have inauspicious coeval coterie will give 

negative impact for student even frequent do action that deviates. It points out that 

student in intercourse shall get to choose good commune friend. If student gets to 

choose good coeval coterie one consisting of men which have tall discipline in term 

studying therefore that thing will ascendant to student learned discipline that.   

METHOD  

Subject  

Subject is this research is SMK'S student Country 1 Sukorejo Pasuruan.  Subject 

who is mixed up in this research as much 150 students. It corresponds to sample 

measure that reasonably deep one research is among 30 until with 500 (Roscoe, 1975). 

Subjects take is done on the fifteenth 14th December 2016. Party school to give chance 

to take subject student brazes XII by provide three classes for downloading. But then, 

total one is given haven't sufficed. So researcher looks for subject again with enter 

classes any other which is class student XI for meeting amount subject that prescribed 

researcher which is as much 150 students. 

Instrument  

Learned discipline one gets to have a command over infecting outer, can do 

observation (self control), students learned discipline be utilized to lead and has a 

command over aware or voluntary even that reflects to perceive obedience, compliance 

to written good regulation and also not to accomplish task and liabilities in order to 

intent attainment studies discipline  good on the house and also discipline at schooled. 

Third scale is scale discipline to study that arranged by Wulan (2007). This scale is 

utilized for measure respondent discipline. Total item on this scale is 27 item by 

increases validities as big as .378 – .850 and level reliabilities is .956.  

Self Control are an individual ability in manages, arrange and leads behavior to 

aim positive and can conform by order already apply at that individual place 

environment remained. In this research utilizes scale self control one that arranged by 

Pratiwi (2012). This scale total 34 item of 3 aspects with validity index as big as .323 –

.660 and reliabilities is .912. There is aspect even that is utilized to arrange scale self 

control this points on aspect self control  from Averill. reliabilities’ examination result is 

gotten internal consistency with α = . 762. Instrument that is utilized to measure self 

control  respondent bases likert's scale.   

 

Peer group role is subjective a group stripling that have more or less age with and 

has same aim in one group which give influence in intercourse. Scale secondly is scale 

play a part coeval friend that arranged by Wulan (2012) one that total 27 item. This 

scale is utilized to measure coeval friend role on respondent. This scale have validity 

zoom as big as .398 – .954 and reliabilities is .975. 

Procedure and Data Analysis  
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In does analysis, tech that is utilized is double regression. Test data that is meant 

tests assumption and bifilar regression quiz. Assumption test to cover normality test, 

linearity’s test, heteroscedasticity's test, autocorrelation's test and multicollinierity's 

test. Normality quiz is done to test if pertinent data gets normal distribution or not. 

linearity’s test to know if influence each variable frees that is made analyses to have 

linear relationship or not to bonded variable. heteroscedasticity's test is utilized to know 

there is or not it is bias heteroscedasticity's classic assumption. Autocorrelation's test 

to know there is or not it is bias autocorrelation's classic assumption. Meanwhile 

multicollinierity's test did by investigates outgrow it intercorrelation among variable 

free. Hereafter, after do assumption quiz then does hypothesis quiz with regression 

analysis doubling to knows influence self control , coeval comate role  (peer is group) to 

learned discipline (Indiaty, 2010) . 

 
Result 

Description  

In this research, subject is research that becomes researcher focus be SMK'S 

student Country 1 Sukorejo Pasuruan who constitute respondent to get data in 

observational. Subject is total research 150 students, 71 male students and 79 female 

students with age range 15 years until 19 years with details of as follows, subject who 

gets age 15 total year 4 (3%), subject who gets age 16 total year 22 (15%), subject who 

gets age 17 years as much 77 (51%), student that gets age 18 years as much 42 (28%) 

and student that gets age 19 total year 4 (3%).   

  
Table 1. Tab among self-control , peer group and learned discipline ( N  = 150) 

Variabel Interval M (SD) 

Learned 

discipline 

          56      -     93 68.23 (5.852) 

Self control           48      -     105 69.19 (8.264) 

Peer group           54      -      93 71.57 (5.640) 

 
Hypothesis quiz is utilized to know relationship aim and independent variable 

influence with variable dependent. That thing is utilized to see any one of independent 

variable concerning positive or negative to predict point of dependent’s variable if 

independent variable point experience ascension or decrease. Examinations yielding 

following phenomenal on figure 1: 
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Figure 1. Hypothesis quiz   self control , peer group and learned discipline by use 

of analysis multi regression.   

 

Known by variable self control (X1) can't predict significant to learned discipline 

variable (Y. ),  β  = -. 133, t ( 148) = -1. 704,  p = . 474, meanwhile peer group variable 

(X 2 ) can predict significant to learned discipline variable (Y. ),  β  = . 371, t (148) = 4. 

735 p = . 000. Examination result both of variable self control  (X 1 )   and peer group (X 

2 ) to learned discipline (Y. ) All together acquired point F (2) = 11.505,  p =.000. Total 

variable contribution self control  (X 1 ) to learned discipline (Y) acquired appreciative R 
2 =.003. Meanwhile contribution’s peer group variable (X 2 ) to learned discipline (Y) 

acquired appreciative R 2 =.118. 

 
DISCUSSION  

  
Base research already being done, gotten by that result has no influence among 

self control to students learned discipline SMK Country 1 Sukorejo Pasuruan. 

Meanwhile for variable to peer group points out that there is influence to learned 

discipline. Hereafter, base observational result already been done points out that self 

control  and peer group have influence to students learned discipline SMK 1 Sukorejo 

Pasuruan.   

  
Self control used to mean as shaped as individual ability in arranges, lead, 

manage, and taking a decision and leads behaviour form that can take in individual to 

aim positive thing (Golfried & Merbaum, 1973; Lazarus, 1976). Base data analysis quiz 

result already been done points out that self control have no affecting and influential 

negatively to learned discipline with appreciative β  = -. 133,  p = . 474 and appreciative 

partial as big as .139. It also being backed up by outgrows it contribution self control to 

discipline which is just as big as .003. Negative influence self control  to learned 

discipline used to mean that while individual has self control  one that tall   therefore 

that individual studying discipline low, so contrariwise if self control  that individual low 

therefore its studying discipline will well. Of that conclusion self control  enable to need 

marks sense other factor support which is coeval friend role  (peer is group)  to be able 

to regard studying discipline. Because of self control can't regard studying discipline if 

no supportive coeval friend role. Even self control that individual is tall constant can't 

regard individual in comports to follow aught regulation without marks sense coeval 

friend roles.  

  
Function of marks sense self control which is individual can draw the line and 

bates out of square wish that prevailing. Individual that has self control  one that tall 

F=11.505, p = .000 

β = -.133, p = .474 

β =.371, p = .000 

Learned 

discipline 

Self control 

Peer group 
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supported with marks sense peer group make individual can restrain its behavior if is 

brought up on in conflict with situation expectation which is wanted, so negative 

behavior can be avoided. It because of characteristic a stripling which is still need others 

support which is coeval friend to motivate her in strengthen its behavior. That 

explanation in line with former research result that words that self control on self 

stripling will get effective if espoused by marks sense peer group supportive 

(Kusumadewi, Hardjajani & Priyatama, 2012).  

  
Base hypothesis quiz result points out to mark sense significant to influence 

among peer group with students learned discipline SMK Country 1 Sukorejo Pasuruan 

by assesses β  =. 371,  p = . 000 and influential positive being pointed out by partial 

point as big as .364 by contribution as big as .118 to learned discipline. Positive 

influence peer group to learned discipline used to mean that while individual has coeval 

friend that give positive influence which is friend which have tall studying discipline, 

therefore its learned discipline will also high. Individuals learned discipline will grow if 

have good commune friend one consisting of friend which have good studying discipline. 

Adolescent milieu doesn't take down from interaction in one group, since one group can 

give influence very large for individual developing, so its following individual can 

comport positive or negative. With have good commune friend therefore will get to give 

positive influence on student, so student gets to study with every consideration since 

has good studying discipline also. It backed up by former research that points out that 

with marks sense coeval friend role that positive will regard individual academic and 

regards individual in acting according to norm which apply in term studying (Temitope, 

Ogunsakin, & Christy, 2015).   

  
Of explanations upon can be concluded that one becomes greatest predictor one 

gets to regard studying discipline which is peer group because give contribution as big 

as .118 as compared to self control  just give contribution as big as .003. It corresponds 

to former research that names that peer group  giving contribution on learned discipline 

and as predictor is stronger to student learned discipline (Moses & Titilayo, 2014).      

  
Base hypothesis quiz result among self control  in company with peer group have 

influence to learned discipline. But then, in this research names that self control  have 

no affecting to learned discipline. But while tested by ala all together self control  with 

peer group to have influence to learned discipline. It because of learned discipline has 

two mutually factor gets bearing each other so that factor interplay. Individual that has 

self control  one that high then supported with positive influence of peer group gets to 

increase learned discipline SMKN1 Sukorejo Pasuruan student.  

  
Researcher does to multi regression to see variable influence self control and peer 

group to learned discipline bases gender, Regression quiz is gone upon on male gender 

and female. Result tests to base male gender is gotten usufructs F  (2 ) = 8.754,  p = 

.000. That thing points out that together or simulants has influence to learned 

discipline. After do quiz bases male gender, hereafter which is do regression quiz bases 

female gender. Base regression quiz result is gotten usufructs F  (2 ) = 2.593,  p = . 081. 

Used to mean that variable second self control and peer is group  together ala don't 

ascendant to learned discipline. Via regression quiz bases gender point out that 

happening distinctive result. That thing is supported with marks sense former research 

that points out that male has to increase superordinate studying discipline compared 

with by female, this because of adroit more male than female (Syadzali, 2010). 

 

 
Conclusion 
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Base observational result already been done by researcher gets to be concluded 

that has no influence among self control  to learned discipline and available influence 

among plays peer group to learned discipline. Hereafter bases analysis’s quiz result 

double regression is gotten usufructs that exists influence among self control  and 

studying discipline to SMK Country 1 Sukorejo Pasuruan students. Implication of this 

research covers to side school which is make research result as material as decision 

making which gets bearing with increasing discipline studies.  School ought to more 

paying attention student developing and   giving support on being formed of it good 

milieu   at school, that student can get socialization and commune with every 

consideration with friend its coeval. For student ought to gets create that good milieu 

most composes discipline behavior. Besides, student also ought to can restrain its 

behavior corresponds to aught order and can sort deep commune, so its following will 

impacted positive on its studying discipline. For oldster, ought to oldster gives guidance 

and instruction that adequately to be able to increase child studying discipline. For 

further researcher, expected that study can about problem on this research extend. 

Succeeding researcher ought to notice factors any other in observational performing as, 

downloading time, subject is research, situation and condition of research. For research 

further is expected to do analysis’s data by use of mediator's regression, since passes 

through this research points out that marks sense relationship among self control and 

peer group.  
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